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“Everyone grows only if dreamed”
poesiadidanilodolci

There are someone who teach
leading others like horses

step by step:
perhaps there are those

who feel satisfied so driven.

There are those who teach by praising
What they find good and amusing:

there are also those who feel satisfied
being encouraged.

There are also those who educate, without hiding
the absurd that is in the world, open to everyone

development but looking
to be clear to the other as to oneself,

dreaming about others as they are not now:
everyone grows only if dreamed.
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“Equipments
and materials fit to make 

easier the hospitality
and acclimatization”

“Equipments
and materials fit to make 

easier the hospitality
and acclimatization”

To WelcomeTo Welcome
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The time of the “goodbye”, in the morning, or when you leave for 
going back home, requires places and tools in order to facilitate 
the little big journey that the child makes every day.

Every child is an inexperienced and frightened traveler, so the 
context around him must stimulate his curiosity, reassure him 
and push him to look forward, in small steps, towards that new 
world in which he can feel good together with other travellers. The 
“welcome” is therefore the focus of each installation placed at 
the entrance; it takes the form of functional furniture for storing 
the child’s objects, soft carpets with materials useful for playing 
and stimulating; in general, installations capable of not stifling the 
environment but opening it up to spaces to be explored, day after 
day, step by step.
Welcoming doesn’t just mean encouraging detachment but seeking 
to attenuate it, making one perceive a continuous journey with 
pleasant stops in which one stays, and returns, willingly.

Furniture and ideas for the entrance

Low cabinet with racks, shoes-holder and shelves -
The perfect space to contain, in an proper manner, the 
small kids’ shoes or other personal items.
Dressing room unit with shoe rack and shelf - With the 
help of adults, children can store their jackets, backpacks 
and shoes in a functional space.
Cork panel - A handy blackboard where fixing important 
communications but also drawings, symbols, or first 
didactic instructions.
270° angle wall tree macrostructure - Ideal for taking 
advantage of the intersections of two walls. The tree 
beautifies the space and adds functionality thanks to the 
practical storage bases and and the holes where you can 
hang nice games or crafts.
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Open to welcome
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Modularity

Art. M6255
Art. N5255
cm 104x40x120h

Bench for hanging clothes
and shoes  rack

Art. M6079
Art. N5079
cm 150x40x70h

Cabinet with racks, shoes 
holder and shelves

Art. M6875
Ø cm 80x40x240h

Single-structure  wall tree, with
an angle of 270 degree

Art. M6720
cm 120x90h

Cork panel
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Make the environment comfortable

Modularity

2

Soft spaces are places for relationships, rest or discovery and can 
always be changed as needed.

On soft spaces you can sit or lie down, you can wait, watching 
others, playing alone or together… these are spaces open to 
everyone and to everything; facilitate the moment of greeting and 
allow each child to find, and change every day, his way of being.
A soft, versatile and unstructured place at the entrance is useful 
because it acts as a bridge to the teaching spaces.

Tree seats - They are playful seats with a curious look where being 
able to place the toys, park for a while or to bring close to other soft 
elements for original arrangements.
Atollo soft composition - Modular element that embraces and 
protects those who enter, leaving the visual relationship with the 
other open and with the adult.

INFANZIAMOBILFERRO

1

TO WELCOME

2

1

Art. M6852
Ø cm 200

Modular Soft Composition 
including 2 Pillows

Art. M6875-CU
cm 42x42x40/30h

Seat for wall tree
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Finding your own space

3

3
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TO WELCOME
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The mess makes the child confuse and does not help him to be feel 
protected; so the modular elements become fundamental in order
to organize the common areas including the changing room.

Cabinets, low or high furniture, with one or more doors, are perfect for 
this scope as they delimit the space and make it functional. It’s possible to 
personalize each locker with individual markings for your favor autonomy
in space management.
The visual symbol helps to develop the right sense of ownership and satisfies 
the little ones who know every day that they will find a safe anchor upon
their arrival and always present.
The high quality of the materials is combined with a thoughtful soft 
chromaticism to underline the natural element and to give serenity
to the environment.

Furniture and wall furnishes

High cabinet with 3 doors - A versatile solution 
in which the internal space is large and roomy.
Low cabinet with boxes - Open to facilitate the 
practicality of use, the shoe cabinet is essential 
in any reception space.
Low cabinet with 3 doors - Closed and versatile 
can also be used by the little ones thanks to
the practical hole opening.
180° angle wall tree macrostructure - No 
room will be wasted; the wall-tree allows you 
to furnish and make functional all those heights 
often useless.

Modularity

Art. M6020-H40
Art. N5020-H40
cm 104x40x40h

Cabinet with 3 boxes

Art. M6232
Art. N5232
cm 104x42x100h

Store cabinet with 6 doors

Art. M6880
Ø cm 210x40h

Modular seat made
of 6 items

Art. M6876
Ø cm 180x40x240h

Single-structure wall tree with
an angle of 180 degree
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To doTo do“Grow; know, try,
in order to 

become big”

“Grow; know, try,
in order to 

become big”
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Every educational experience takes place in space; in services 0-6
the definition of the context in which the relationship is inserted
must support the activity of the adult and the child, crossing perfectly 
the pedagogical needs of both.

Tables, chairs, materials and objects, if valued, are the elements from 
which set out to give meaning to the educational environment; they 
shape it space to create always new scenarios. The table becomes
the place of experimentation, creativity, “trying to do it yourself”
and together.
It delimits the space of action but places it in relation to it of others and 
with the surrounding environment, in a harmony of shapes and colors.
Creating a space with tables and chairs within the environment is as 
important as opening spaces to free play.

Activity tables with/without box

The tables with modular shapes can be joined 
together to create multiple workstations in order to 
facilitate relationship and group activities, can be 
placed consecutively to create a dynamic row or used 
individually. The sinuous shapes soften the space,
give a visual feeling of serene playfulness and avoid
the hierarchy of spaces in favor of sharing.
The tub in the center, from circular shape, it is a 
functional space to gather small games and materials 
to enable sharing of the same.
The table with tub is particularly indicated for creative 
activities and manipulation.

Modularity

To make backdrops

2

TO DO

Art. M6347
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table with wooden legs

Art. M6347
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table with laminated top
and wooden legs

Art. M6348
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table with wooden legs
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Set up the
pedagogical space

Modularity

3

1

The child constantly discover himself and the world; it is in this 
prodigious progress that new expertises and autonomy are maked.

In order to make easier this personal exploration there is a need to 
build around him an easy space, an organized environment, a place 
made up of centers of interest able to offer different degrees
and ways of contact. Space almost becomes a miniature of the
world; for this reason, in order for the relationship to be serene and 
stimulating, they must foresee all those elements that put order 
in the world and at the same time facilitate the relationship with it. 
Fundamental therefore they become the container furniture, the 
stools, the tables, the bookcases, the blackboards and child-friendly 
elements without forgetting the necessary empty space, not to be 
filled, to allow him to travel the small streets of the “classroom world”.

Container furniture
Light but robust, they favor the autonomous management of space 
and are handy elements for storing toys and materials.
Set of 3 Activity Tables Multiple Heights - Tables can be used
as containers thanks to the practical tub and serve as a base for 
experimentation, drawing, free play or manipulation.
The different heights physically separate the space of the different 
activities, they give dynamism to the environment and are functional
at the different heights some children.
Toy Storage Trolley - A spacious item to store elements with unusual 
or bulkier shapes; an object which is easily transported thanks to the 
wheels and can, in a short time and comfortably, facilitate the tidying 
up of the classroom.
Steineraino Trolley - Perfect for tidying up the room and stimulate
the child to “seek and take” what he wants: colours, books, musical 
instruments or brushes.

INFANZIAMOBILFERRO
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TO DO

Art. M7201
cm 80x50x50h

Trolley brushes holder

Art. M6383-TRIS
Ø 128/100/80x46/53/59h

Set of 3 activity tables with 
different heights 

Art. M6931
cm 104x40x80h

Steineraino Trolley
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Modularity

1

3

2

1

Creativity needs many things: blank sheets of paper, 
painted hands, colors and stories but, above all, must find 
fertile ground to blossom.

To create a stimulating environment, functional spaces and 
objects are needed for creative activities: tables with trays, 
comfortable seats, materials to manipulate and… a tree!
Made with a solid wooden structure that stretches towards 
the sky, with large green leaves arranged on floors at different 
heights, the tree is a place that allows “enchantment”, the 
intimacy of those who fabula and those who listen as only
the narrative allows. It’s a labyrinth to sneak through, it is
an “appendix” floating in the air… it is a place of games, 
words, dreams and creativity.

To house
the hospitality

3

4

2

TO DO

4

Art. M6386
cm 130x70x53h

Table with box and board

Art. M6874
Ø cm 130/180x200/240h

Single-structure tree shaped
with accessories for LAB

Art. M6527/30
cm 30h

Wooden stool

Art. M6387
cm 128x64x53h

Table with 2 led-board
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To structure
the space

Modularity

1

2

The structured environment to welcome and contain the 
didactic tools (board games, puzzles, memory etc.) helps to 
put in relation to shapes, colors, numbers and to build the 
former mental representations of concepts and actions.

The activities in this environment are learning experiences and 
socializing, for which we recommend large neutral tables, able 
to facilitate group activity and redundancy of action, and no 
more stools but chairs where the little ones can sit safely while 
remaining comfortable all the time.
To facilitate the activities come in support comfortable furniture 
to chests of drawers with open compartments or models with 
doors closed on the side upper, useful for storing and guarding 
delicate materials and objects;
the drawers at child height, on the other hand, encourage the 
latter to develop independence. What unites them is ours 
promise: maximum usability in solid security.

2
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TO DO
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Art. N5505
cm 30h

Chair with plywood shell

Art. M6030
Art. N5030
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 15 boxes

Art. M6310
cm 128x64x46/53/59/76h

Rectangular table with wooden legs

Art. M6380
cm 128x128x46/53/59h

Sqare table with wooden legs
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Take and touchTake and touch“Discovering
the world, hands, 

feet and the
whole body”

“Discovering
the world, hands, 

feet and the
whole body”
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Modularity
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TAKE AND TOUCH

To fill and empty
Game activities and creative workshops require set-ups that 
primarily facilitate adults: tables where to arrange materials,
safe chairs on which children can sit or lean, modular containers
to organize the child-friendly space.

This is why large trolleys with wheels are recommended and 
appreciated. These trusty helpers move quickly from one part of
the classroom to another and allow for a quick, perhaps not perfect, 
tidying up of the common areas. They can also be easily used by 
children who can make their small but fundamental contribution by 
filling them with objects and games found on the tables or on the floor. 
Even the operation of “pulling out” from the trolley will amuse the
little explorers of the world, because in childhood the void and
the full, the inside and the outside, the there is and is no longer
there, the emptying and the filling are opposites that amuse the
child and improve his motor and cognitive skills.

Art. M6960
Art. N5960
cm 80x50x65h

Trolley for didactic items

Art. M6380R
cm 128x128x46/53/59h

Ring table with wooden legs

Art. M6526
cm 30x34x26/31/35h

Wooden stackable chair
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Find the right place

Modularity

1

Anyone who works in kindergarten knows how important
it is have a set-up that does not hinder free discovery of 
children and that at the same time integrates well with
the environment.

This is why we have created modular furnishing elements, 
designed on modules, with different heights and shapes
able to create the perfect solution for every space.
We suggest alternating the child-height cabinets with
furniture with the same design but accessible only by adults 
in order to be able to contain the most delicate materials, 
sensitive to shocks or that you wish to preserve.
Trolleys with multiple compartments with wheels are a bit
of a must for every school.
Practical and comfortable, they find the right place for 
everything and allow you to better organize books, games
and materials for activity; they are also perfect helpers to 
support, when needed, any objects, clothes or towels that
he needs to find momentary placement a little distant from
the visual field some children.

Mobile 12 boxes 3 through compartments - A great way
to furnish the classroom, adding functionality to the division 
into zones.
Activity container on wheels - Practical and comfortable 
support for materials and as a support surface.
Table with wooden legs - The furnishing accessory
which cannot be missing in the schoo.

2

1

2

3
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Art. M6935
Art. N5935
cm 80x50x65h

Activity kart with castors

Art. M6320
Art. N5320
cm 128x64x46/53/59h

Trapeze table with woode legs

Art. M6025
Art. N5025
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 12 box with open
case and drawers



4

The game is essential in kindergarten; Yes they can devise 
activities at the table or leave time for free play, relevant 
moment because it stimulates different areas of development, 
from sensory to emotional to cognitive.

For educators it is important to be able to observe the behavior 
spontaneous so as to understand goals, relationships, eventual 
inconvenience or difficulty. The ideal environment makes 
available to children constructions, books, objects, games 
etc. and offers a space stimulating but neutral enough, to be 

modeled with the imagination.
Thanks to the modularity of our furnishing elements, they can
be created specifically dedicated paths or areas to free play.

Footpegs - Soft, smooth, specially free of molded figures in order 
to leave the space neutral and modelable with the imagination.
Containers - Made at child’s height for ease of storage 
development of independence and motor skills.
Wall panels - Not just furnishing elements but objects functional 
to the development of activities and games.

Modularity

To see the free play

3
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2
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1

Art. M6835
cm 100x100x20h

Platform

Art. M6020-H40
Art. N5020-H40
cm 104x40x40h

Cabinet 3 boxes

Art. M6800
cm 80x200h

Wall panel with touchable tree

Art. M6868-Q
cm 100x100x15h

Soft item platform
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Modularity

3

1

1

TAKE AND TOUCH

Open windows to the world
Reading represents a magical time in kindergarten; it is realized thanks to 
moments of sharing in which the adult can attract the focus on the cover, 
read by dramatizing the voice of the characters and events, show drawings 
and illustrations.

Reading can be experienced as a moment of relaxation in which you lie down, 
sitting down or leaning on one gets carried away by words and sounds.
Hence the area dedicated to books, small big windows on the world, it is 
outlined by installations circular, in which visibility is guaranteed to all,
on which there are seats and soft pillows to suit every child’s preferences.
Functional furniture must create compartments for the storage of books
and objects useful for theatrical reading (puppets, hats, theater items to 
represent the story and create curiosity) as well as a welcoming stalls.

Medium curved container on wheels - Furniture for the storage of books
and objects, with double compartment, able to be moved easily.
Curved Storage Bench on Wheels - Dual function is perfectly integrated,
the seat is also a practical container.
Internal soft seat - Cozy element capable of creating circles and semicircles 
thanks to its modularity.

Art. M7022
Art. N7022
cm 104x40x70h

Curved storage on castors

Art. M6854/30-Int
Art. M6854/40-Int
cm 130x40x30/40h

Soft curved seat

Art. M7021
Art. N7021
cm 104x40x40h

Modular curved storage

Art. M7021-CU
cm 104x40
Pillow
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Ludus in fabulaLudus in fabula“Make easy the cognitive, 
emotional and relational 

well-being”

“Make easy the cognitive, 
emotional and relational 

well-being”
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Symbolic play is the basis of the child’s development;
it is an important and demanding activity that progresses
in childhood along with other skills. Every project
education must therefore support with objects and 
furnishings this playful moment, facilitating the imagination 
and the creation of worlds invisible to adults.

Starting from 12/18 months the child experiences a shape
of new thought, he can imagine in his mind people and 
situations regardless of their presence and this is how he 
transforms what he sees into what is functional to her game: 
dolls drink tea, chairs become cars, a marker turns into
a magic wand.
The furnishings of the kindergarten must stimulate this
process through simple elements able to remember, for
shapes, colors and sizes, real-life objects and scenes.

Pretend to

LUDUS IN FABULA

1

2

4

3

Art. M6761
Art. N5761
cm 150x40x50h

Modular Kitchen Toy

Art. M7024
Art. N7024
cm 104x40x50h

Modular holding bench

Art. M7021-CU
cm 104x40
Pillow

Art. M6190
Art. N5190
cm 104x40x50h

Market Game

Art. M6192
Art. N5192
cm 104x80x50h

Modular junction game
on castor



The child’s body is the primary vehicle of emotions, discoveries, 
insights and fun. Corporality is a natural need, it allows the 
formation of the self and to enter into relationship with others
and with the world.

To encourage space exploration and skill development connected,
all it takes are small expedients capable of transforming a simple 
room in an inspiring environment.
What is needed are soft mattresses, modular carpets,
tactile materials, small slides and platforms on which to get on
and off insecurity.
Each item can be easily moved or moved closer to others to 
compose ever new paths… because if the body it is in motion,
so is the mind.

To scout
with body

Modularity

3

1

2

2
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LUDUS IN FABULA

Art. M6851- 200 Ø cm 200x3h
Art. M6851-150 Ø cm 150x3h
Art. M6851- 80 Ø cm 80x3h

Soft round carpet

Art. M6870
cm 234x120/50x117h

Big structure bridge-stairs
game 0-3

Art. M6834-PR
Art. M6834-PA
Art. M6834-SP
Art. M6834-LE
Art. M6834-GM
Ø cm diam 60
Puzzle carpet



Modularity
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The development of creativity, motor skills, cognitive skills, and more of all,
of the multiple intelligences, pass through guided activities than often take
the form of simple sensory laboratories.

To encourage personal discovery, the pleasure of touching and trying alone are 
needed suitable ideas, methods and spaces. For this last point we recommend 
creating environments in which large and comfortable containers are available
for the necessary materials, and that these furnishing elements integrate well
with the environment. I am therefore preferable curved, child-friendly and modular 
furnishings capable of fulfilling at the same time as functionality and aesthetic 
pleasure.
The storage benches and containers on wheels are perfect for accommodating 
everything what can be of help in carrying out a laboratory activity.

Mediation learning:
labs

LUDUS IN FABULA

Art. M6874
Ø cm 130/180x200/240h

Big structure tree with 
accessories, Lab zone

Art. M7022
Art. N7022
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet on wheels with shelf

Art. M7020
Art. N7020
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet on wheels

Art. M7021
Art. N7021
cm 104x40x40h

Modular curved storage



Promote motor skills and 
sensoriality modularity

Modularity

2

1

Stimulate baby’s sensory development is
one of the responsibilities of the kindergarten.
Sight, hearing and touch, are the senses most
involved in the growth process; in order to
test them need, environments that favor
fine motor skills and spatial perception.

Mobile first steps - A solid structure on which
experience motor skills, increase perception
space and refine autonomous walking and
touch, thanks to the practical handrails.
Tree panel with wall mirror - La perception of
self in the mirror begins towards the 2 years; 
he action of recognition is much more of a game,
it is the identity that becomes aware.
Wall tree panel - An element that used in 
conjunction with the mirror tree panel
it contributes to forming a sensory journey and 
movement through the appropriate handrails. 3
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LUDUS IN FABULA

Art. M6803
cm 60x130h

Waal tree panel

Art. M6840
cm 150x50x65h

Furni “first step”

Art. M6801
cm 80x200h

Wall panel with wall mirror

Art. M6806
cm 60-80
Handle for tree



3

Art. M6834-PR
Art. M6834-PA
Art. M6834-SP
Art. M6834-LE
Art. M6834-GM
Ø cm diam 60
Puzzle carpet
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... Sensory  links
Places dedicated to children should encourage perceptive, 
visual, tactile and sound stimulation.

Exploring the floor, continuously seeking an upright position, 
manipulating objects, caressing different tactile materials, 
observing the surrounding world and having the possibility of 
finding refuge in a safe and welcoming place are all actions
that the child needs to experiment.

The den - An intimate place where you can find hidden and 
reserved spaces, designed to welcome, protect and contain.
A place in which boys and girls can experiment in confidentiality.
Soft clover elements - They allow you to create psychomotor 
paths on 3 levels of height. Combinable with touch panels, 
they create multiple compositions both in terms of shape and 
materials.
The puzzle carpets - By moving between them, the different 
surfaces are revealed to the touch and, to the ear, the sound 
they produce when they are touched.

1

2

Art. M6848/10 Ø cm 60x10h
Art. M6848/20 Ø cm 60x20h
Art. M6848/30 Ø cm 60x30h

Soft clover element

Art. M6877
cm 100x100x83/98h

Cave structure

1

2

3

Modularity
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“Kids need milk, cuddle 
and sotries nap and
something similar ”

“Kids need milk, cuddle 
and sotries nap and
something similar ”

Nap and
something similar

Nap and
something similar
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1

Art. M6062
Art. N5062
cm 104x40x160h

Cabinet 18 boxes

How difficult must it be for a child to let himself go to sleep in 
a bed different from the home bed? To facilitate this moment, 
is needed a trust relationship with the educator and with the 
environment.

t is very useful that the sleeping place, the shoes place, the 
place of the cushions, the place of the loved object is always 
the same. The routine of spaces and times comforts little 
explorers and allows them to decrease adaptation times.

It is therefore necessary to provide sufficient compartments
for storing, in order, every single objec.

The furnishings designed for the sleeping area provide solutions
fixed or on wheels, they are modular and made with the same
style so that you can fit out the available space according to
the needs of the school. Everything is in soft colored wood
for a relaxing and natural effect.

Modularity

2

Art. M6020-H70
Art. N5020-H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet 6 box

3

Art. M6700
Art. N5700
cm 100x25x30h

Suspended cabinet
with 4 box and hangers

Make place to dreams

2

1

3
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Art. M8030
Ø cm 40

Lighting sphere
16 colours

Art. M8032
cm 30x30x42h

Lighting egg
16 colours

Art. M6062
Art. N5062
cm 104x40x160h

Containers cabinet with 18 shelves

1

3

2

1

IMMAGINE DA
SOSTITUIRE

60/61NAP AND SOMETHING SIMILAR

1

3 2

4

5

Componibilità

INFANZIAMOBILFERRO

Mattresses, nest berths, plastic or box beds… all the solutions are simple to clean, comfortable 
for rest, light, in non-toxic material and without sharp edges.

Each piece of furniture is designed to facilitate the relaxation of the little ones and the organization 
of the educators.

The solution proposed here, ideal for optimizing space, is the mattress one combined with the 
tall container with 36 shelves. The cabinet allows you to easily store individual mats in the upper 
part and blankets, or other items, in the lower part. The encumbrance is really minimal while 
the functionality and practicality of use are high. Depending on the age of the children, the size 
available, and the desired style, we offer different solutions that can adapt
to specific needs.

Optimize the space

5

2

Art. M8031
cm 40x40x20h

Lighting pill
16 colours

4

3

Art. M8076
cm 120x55x10h

Mattres

Art. M8080
Pillow



Art. M1006
Stair for changing table
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... Around
The sleeping space is the place of rest. Here, perhaps with difficulty, you begin to familiarize yourself with darkness and 
silence; here the little explorer enters a different world, designed to help him relax.

In designing our furnishings, we have thought of all kindergartens, even those with smaller sizes. The box beds are particularly 
suitable as their special shape allows them to be stacked, thus freeing up space the space at the end of the rest.

Changing table - With practical open and closed compartments for storing towels, changing towels, muslins or other objects 
to be kept such as scissors and thermometers.
Shelf 4 boxes - Easy to reach for storing wet wipes, creams, diapers and any other functional object at the change.
Box bed with mattress and pillow - The ideal solution especially for small sizes.
The sunbeds are comfortable, welcoming and light to lift.
Ladder - Removable and anchorable to the changing table thanks to the practical joint, it is useful for older children to reach 
the top.

Art. M8050
cm 124x60x25h

Bed

Art. M8075
Matteres

Art. M8080
Pillow

31

2

4

Art. M1002
Art. N1002
cm 80x75x80h

Changing table

Art. M1010
Art. N1010
cm 110x22x28h

Suspended cabinet

1
2

3

4
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ColoursColours



More colours on requestMore colours on request

avorio 409avorio 409betulla 385betulla 385

betulla 385faggio 1666

lime 441 mela 460mela 460

avorio 409

INFANZIAMOBILFERRO 66/67MATERIALS

Colours of M-series in Plywood Colours of N-series in Melamine

Cabinet structures in laminated Cabinet structure

Cabinet doors in laminated Cabinet doors

cielo 487terra 892

lilla 425

faggio 1666faggio 1666

faggio 1666avorio 409lime 441 mela 460

avorio 409faggio 1666

Soft elements

azzurro 01 verde chiaro 02 verde 03

acqua 04 lilla 06 panna 10
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M Series Enclosure - Birch plywood
The furniture is completely made of birch plywood covered on both sides with laminate plastic with 
visible edges rounded in accordance with the law and painted naturally with water-based paints.
Recessed handles, doors mounted with hinges equipped with anti-crushing system.
Foot in turned solid beech that raises the piece of furniture by cm. 10 from the ground in order to 
facilitate operations of cleaning.
All the pieces of furniture are modular and combinable with each other.

N Series container - Melamine faced chipboard
The furniture is completely made of chipboard faced with PVC edges with a rounded profile up to standard.
Recessed handles, doors mounted with hinges equipped with anti-crushing system.
Foot in turned solid beech that raises the piece of furniture by cm. 10 from the ground in order to facilitate 
operations of cleaning.
All the pieces of furniture are modular and combinable with each other.

Tables
The tables can be placed side by side, so as to allow the coplanarity of the tops to form surfaces
wider working areas for group work without gaps or cracks (except for the discontinuity due to the
measures adopted to reduce the presence of sharp edges). The dimensions of the tables are also studied
to allow for modularity, so as to allow educators to vary the setting of the classroom according to
of educational needs.
The tops are in birch plywood covered on both sides with plastic laminate with visible edges
rounded up to standard.
The tables are made in two versions, with legs in turned solid beech or with legs in Sittings painted metal. 
The legs are fixed directly to the top by means of a special coupling plate
which gives solidity and does not limit movements below the surface.

Sittings 
The chairs can be entirely made of natural varnished birch plywood.
Seat and backrest available in colored samples of your choice.
The backrest has an oval hole to make it easier to grip and move around the classroom.
The seats, at the base, are equipped with anti-noise plastic feet.
The wooden version is made of solid beech turned and varnished with natural varnishes to water.
The range is completed by chairs with epoxy powder coated metal frames.
The seat is made with a beech plywood shell with a special anatomical shape that gives it
to the seat a high degree of comfort.

Soft
The soft elements are built with fireproof materials in Class 1 IM reaction to fire, hypoallergenic
and PVC-free.
The coverings used are easy to clean. Finishes that are pleasant to the touch and allow adherence
to the floor in a stable manner without compromising educational functionality.
Wide range of colors to match the furniture collection to create welcoming educational environments
and comfortable.

Certification is a form of “direct insurance”, with which the compliance of a product and service to
the applicable requirements. Their credibility depends on the organizations that issue them: the 
qualification of the certification bodies is indicated by the term “accreditation”.
 
The theme of sustainability has always been central to Mobilferro’s corporate strategies.
“Sustainable development is that development which enables the present generation to satisfy
the own needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own”.
The three pillars of sustainability for a “development” derive from the Treaty of Amsterdam of
1997 harmonious of human activities”.
 
The “Minimum Environmental Criteria” adopted with the Decree of the Ministry of the Environment 
and Protection of
Territory, contain the indications for Green Procurement of the PAN-GPP (National Action Plan of
Green Public Procurement) the approach by which the Public Administrations integrate the criteria
environment at all stages of the purchasing process, encouraging the diffusion of environmental 
technologies and the development of environmentally sound products, through research and the 
choice of re sults and solutions that have the least possible impact on the environment along the
entire life cycle.

Quality, Safetly, Sustainability

Mobilferro Quality Certified

La provenienza del materiale di origine forestale utilizzato per la realizzazione dei nostri 
prodotti proviene da foreste gestite in modo sostenibile certificate FSC.
Mobilferro garantisce il mantenimento della catena di custodia attraverso la certificazione 
FSC dei propri arredi in legno o derivati di origine forestale.

ABACO
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Art. N5310
cm 128x64x46/53/59/76h

Rectangular table
with metal legs

Art. M6380
cm 128x128x46/53/59h

Squared table
wood legs

Art. M6310
cm 128x64x46/53/59/76h

Rectangular table
with wooden legs

Art. M6315
cm 148x64x46/53/59/76h

Rectangular table
with wooden legs

Art. M6300
Art. N5300
cm 64x64x46/53/59h 

Square tables

Art. M6355 
Art. N5355
Ø cm 128x46/53/59/76h

Half moon table

Art. M6365
Art. N5365
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Food table

Art. M6360
Art. N5360
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Half round table

Art. N5315
cm 148x64x46/53/59/76h

Rectangular table
with metal leg

Art. N5380
cm 128x128x46/53/59h

Squared table
metal legs

Art. M6380R
cm 128x128x46/53/59h

Ring table
wooden legs

Art. N5380R
cm 128x128x46/53/59h

Ring table
metal legs

Art. M6340
Art. N5340
Ø cm 128x46x53x59h

Round table

Art. M6330
Art. N5330
Lato cm 64x46/53/59h

Hexagonal table

Art. M6320
Art. N5320
cm 128x64x46/53/59h

Trapezoid table

Art. M6381
Ø cm 128x59h

Activity table on castors

Art. N5347
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table
metal legs

Art. M6347
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table
wooden legs

Art. M6386
cm 130x70x53h

Table with board and box

Art. M6341
Art. N5341
Ø cm 100x46x53h

Clover table

Art. M6348
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table
wooden legs

Art. M6382
Ø cm 100x53h

Activity table on castors
with switchable panels

Art. M6383
Ø cm 80x46h

Activity table
on castors with box

Art. M6383-TRIS
cm Ø 128/100/80x46/53/59h

Set 3 tables activities

Art. M6387
cm 128x64x53h

Tabe with 2 led board

Art. M6390
Ø cm 60x53h

Round table in plywood

Art. M6395
cm 45x32x30h

Small ghost

Art. M8118
cm 130x70x76h

Teach desk with plywood legs

Art. M6350
Art. N5350
Ø cm 128x64x46/53/59h

Half round table

Art. N5347/L
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table
metal legs

Art. N5348
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table
metal legs

Art. M6347
Ø cm 128x46/53/59h

Activity table
wooden legs
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Art. M8120
cm 40/53/14h

Rawer single

Art. M8125
cm 40/53/28h

Pedestal 2 drawer

Art. N5505
cm 30h

Chair with plywood shell

Art. M8145
cm 40x40x46h

Beech stackble chair

Art. M6580
cm 38x36x55/91h

Beech high chair
with pillow

Art. M6585
cm 58x52x80h

Beech high chair
with feet holder

Art. 0191
cm 156x66x42h

Momo bench for sharing place

Art. M6525
cm 30x34x26/31/35h

Wooden chair

Art. M6500
cm 34x34x30h

Beech wooden chair

Art. M6510
cm 34x32x16/21h

Multiuse chair

Art. M6520
cm 34x34x30/34h

Wooden beech chair

Art. M6505
cm 34x34x26h

Beech wood chair
with armrest

Art. M6065-H40
Art. N5065-H40
cm 52x40x40h

Open cabinet

Art. M6195
Art. N5195
cm 52x42x40h

Cabinet With 1 Door

Art. M6196
Art. N5196
cm 52x42x70h

Mobile con 1 anta

Art. M6065-H70
Art. N5065-H70
cm 52x40x70h

Open cabinet with 1 shelf

Art. M6528
cm 110x30x26/31/35h

Bench with plywood back

Art. M6550
cm 90x34x30h

Bench with beech
wood with back

Art. M6527/30
cm 30h

Wooden stool

Art. M6526
cm 30x34x26/31/35h

Wooden stackable chair

Art. M6065-H160
Art. N5065-H160
cm 52x40x160h

Open cabinet with 3 shelf

Art. M6075
Art. N5075
cm 52x42x160h

Mobile con 1 anta

Art. M6065-H100
Art. N5065-H100
cm 52x40x100h

Open cabinet with 2 shelf

Art. M6197
Art. N5197
cm 52x42x100h

Cabinet with 1 door

Art. M6560
cm 86x32x16/21h

Bench with with
back and armrest

Art. M6570
cm 90x34x30h

Bench with
beech wood

Art. M6575
cm 91x35x30/34h

Bench with beech
wood with back

Art. M6530
cm 26x26x30h

Beech plywood stool

Art. M6150
cm 31x37x15h

Drawer

Art. M6082
Art. N5082
cm 52x40x190h

Open cabinet with 4 shelf

Art. M6087
Art. N5087
cm 52x42x190h

Cabinet with 1 door

Art. M6000-H40
Art. N5000-H40
cm 104x44x40h

Open cabinet

Art. M6534
cm 26x26x30h

Plywood stool
with back
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Art. M6010-H40
Art. N5010-H40 
cm 104x42x40h

Changing cabinet 2 doors

Art. M6232-H40 
Art. N5232-H40
cm 104x42x40h

Changing cabinet 3 doors

Art. M6001-H40
Art. N5001-H40
cm 104x40x40h

Open cabinet 2 box

Art. M6020-H40
Art. N5020-H40
cm 104x40x40h

 Open cabinet 2 box

Art. M6030
Art. N5030
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 15 box

Art. M6010
Art. N5010
cm 104x42x100h

Cabinet 2 doors

Art. M6220
Art. N5220
cm 104x40x100h

Changing cabinet 3 spaces

Art. M6255
Art. N5255
cm 104x40x120h

Bench with shoes rack

Art. M6000-H70
Art. N5000-H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet

Art. M6230
Art. N5230
cm 104x42x100h

Changing cabinet 3 doors

Art. M6232
Art. N5232
cm 104x42x100h

Changing cabinet spaces

Art. N6060
Art. N5060
cm 104x40x160h

Open cabinet 3 shelves

Art. M6062
Art. N5062
cm 104x40x160h

Cabinet 18 shelves

Art. M6020-H70
Art. N5020-H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet 6 box

Art. M6162
cm 31x37x25h

Wooden extractable drawer

Art. M6025-H70
Art. N5025-H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet 9 box

Art. M6010-H70
Art. N5010-H70
cm 104x42x70h

Changing cabinet 2 doors

Art. M6000
Art. N5000
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 2 shelves

Art. M6230-H70
Art. N5230-H70
cm cm104x42x70h

Changing cabinet 2 doors

Art. M6079
Art. N5079
cm 150x40x70h

Cabinet with box and shelves

Art. M6020
Art. N5020
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 9 box

Art. M6025
Art. N5025
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 12 box 3 open box 
and drawers

Art. M6040
Art. N5040
cm 104x72x100h

Open cabinet drawers holder

Art. N6035
Art. N5035
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 30 box

Art. M6086
Art. N5086
cm 104x42x190h

Cabinet 4 doors
and 4 shelves

Art. M6070
Art. N5070
cm 104x42x160h

Cabinet 2 doors

Art. M6085
Art. N5085
cm 104x42x190h

Cabinet 2 doors
and 4 shelves

Art. M6084
Art. N5084
cm 104x40x190h

Open cabinet  4 shelves

Art. M6005-H40
Art. N5005-H40
cm 104x40x40h

Cabinet 3 box with case

Art. M6005-A H70
Art. N5005-A H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet 3 box with 9 cases

Art. M6005-H70
Art. N5005-H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet 3 box

Art. M6005-B H70
Art. N5005-B H70
cm 104x40x70h

Cabinet 3 box with 9 cases
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Art. N5005-B
Art. N5005-B
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M6005-C
Art. N5005-C
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M6005
Art. N5005
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 3 box

Art. M6005-A
Art. N5005-A
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M1010
Art. N1010
cm 110x22x28h

Suspended cabinet

Art. M6700
Art. N5700
cm 100x25x30h

Shelves with 4 box
and hangers

Art. M6130
cm 104x15x104h

Open wall library

Art. M6131
cm 122x50x134h

Double face open library

Art. M6005-D
Art. N5005-D
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M6005-E
Art. N5005-E
cm 104x40x100h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M6005-H160
Art. N5005-H160
cm 104x40x160h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M6005-H190
Art. N5005-H190
cm 104x40x190h

Cabinet 3 open space
with case

Art. M6951
cm 80x40x60h

Trolley lab green

Art. M7202
cm 80x50x50h

Trolley sand

Art. M7201
cm 80x50x50h

Trolley panel holder

Art. M7200
cm 80x50x50h

Trolley

Art. N5155-H7
cm 31x37x7h

Plastic case

Art. N5165-H15
cm 31x37x15h

Plastic case

Art. N5170-H22
cm 31x37x22h

Plastic case

Art. N5175-H30
cm 31x37x30h

Plastic case

Art. M6931
cm 104x40x80h

trolley steinerian

Art. M6935
Art. N5935
cm 80x50x65h

Trolley on wheels

Art. M6900
Art. N5900
cm 80x50x65h

Trolley 2 shelves on castors

Art. M6960
Art. N5960
cm 80x50x65h

Trolley for learning items
on castors

Art. M6945
Art. N5945
cm 104x40x80h

Trolley with vertical
separator

Art. M7021
Art. N7021
cm 104x40x40h

Curved bench for game

Art. M7022
Art. N7022
cm 104x40x70h

Curved cabinet with 1 shelf

Art. M7020
Art. N7020
cm 104x40x100h

Curved bench with castors

Art. M7021-CU
cm 104x40

Curved pillow

Art. M6999
cm 50x115x90h

Psychomotor trolley

Art. M7000
cm 80x50x53h

Trolley paper holder

Art. M7300
cm 80x50x108h

Trolley item holder
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Art. M6190
Art. N5190
cm 104x40x50h

Market cabinet

Art. M6761
Art. N5761
cm 150x40x50h

Kitchen game composition

Art. M6192
Art. N5192
cm 104x80x50h

Junction Modular Cabinet

Art. M6163
cm 14,1x10,1x7,3h

Market case

Art. M6740
cm 40x40x50h

Hoven plywood cabinet

Art. M6750
cm 40x40x50h

Sink cabinet

Art. M6840
cm 150x50x65h

First step cabinet

Art. M7024
Art. N7024
cm 104x40x50h

Container curved bench 

with castors

Art. M6755
cm 40x40x50h

Plywood dishwasher

Art. M6765
cm 40x40x104h

Plywood fridge cabinet

Art. M6760
cm 40x40x50h

Laundry cabinet

Art. M6775
cm 70x40x104h

Plywood kitchen cabinet

Art. M6877
cm 100x100x83/98h

Cave structure

Art. M6870
cm 234x120/50x117h

Big structure with bridge/stair

Art. M6871
cm 290x160x140h

Big game furniture
with slide and climb

Art. M6872
cm 170x170x140h

Game furni with slide

Art. M6788
cm 270x45x200h

Theatre

Art. M6874
Ø cm 130/180x200/240h

Big tree with accessories lab zone

Art. M6835
cm 100x100x20h

Stand

Art. M6834-PR
Art. M6834-PA
Art. M6834-SP
Art. M6834-LE
Art. M6834-GM
Ø cm diam 60
Puzzle carpet

Art. M6876
Ø cm 180x40x240h

Wall tree with 180° angle

Art. M6875
Ø cm 80x40x240h

Wall tree with 270° angle

Art. M6804
cm 60x165h

Wall panel 

Art. M6801
cm 80x200h

Wall panel with tree
and mirror

Art. M6800
cm 80x200h

Wall panel with tree

Art. M6803
cm 60x130h

Wall panel 



Art. M6853
cm 104x40

Rectangular pillow
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pannelli e pedane morbidi
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Art. M6720
cm 120x90h

Cork panel

Art. M6890
cm 120x90h

Mirror panel

Art. M6710
cm 120x90h

Writing panel

Art. M7301
cm 120x30h

Wall panel for “practical life”

Art. M7301C

cm 30x30

Structure “practical life”

Art. M7301D

cm 30x30

Structure “practical life”

Art. M7301A

cm 30x30

Structure “practical life”

Art. M7301B

cm 30x30

Structure “practical life”

Art. M6854/30-Int
Art. M6854/40-Int
cm 130x40x30/40h

Soft curved item

Art. M6868-Q
cm 100x100x15h

Soft stand

Art. M6844 SMAC
cm 80x80

Soft sofa smac

Art. M6820
cm 80x20x83h

Holding paper panel

Art. M6880
Ø cm 210x40h

Modular seat 6 items

Art. M6880 DX
cm 88x49x40h

Angle pouf dx

Art. M6880 SX
cm 88x49x40h

Angle pouf sx

Art. M6852
Ø cm 200

Atollo soft combo- 2 pillows

Art. M6875-CU
cm 42x42x40/30h

Seat for wall tree

Art. M6848/10 Ø cm 60x10h
Art. M6848/20 Ø cm 60x20h
Art. M6848/30 Ø cm 60x30h

Soft clover element

Art. M6839/30
Art. M6839/40
cm 90x53x30/40h

Set 3 soft

Art. M8076
cm 120x55x5h

Carpet

Art. M6851- 200 Ø cm 200x3h
Art. M6851-150 Ø cm 150x3h
Art. M6851- 80 Ø cm 80x3h

Round soft carpet accessories

Art. M6833
cm 104x40x104h

Easel

Art. M6845
cm L160

Beech fence element

Art. M6845-C
cm L80

Beech fence element

Art. M6270
cm 100x15h

Rod towel holding 10

Art. M6806
cm 60-80

Handle for trees

Art. M6280
cm 100x15h

Rod towel holding 10

Art. M6265
cm 100x25x30h

Clothes holding with
6 hangers shelf
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Art. M8010
cm 137x55x12h

Plastic bed

Art. M8080
Pillow

Art. M8076
cm 120x55x10h

Pillow

Art. M8080
Pillow

Art. M8050
cm 124x60x25h

Cave bed

Art. M8075
Matteress

Art. M8080
Pillow

Art. M8015
cm 115x45x18h

Nest bed

Art. M8030
Ø cm 40

Led sphere
16 colours

Art. M1002
Art. N1002
cm 80x75x80h

Changing table

Art. M1006
Stair for changing table

Art. M6081
Art. N5081
cm 130x60x180h

Cabinet holder 36 box

Art. M8031
cm 40x40x20h

Led pils
16 colours

Art. M8032
cm 30x30x42h

Egg Led
16 colours
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